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Abstract: From the perspective of the supply side of higher vocational education, this paper has carried out the research and exploration of more than four years of MES module reform on Pharmaceutical analysis, the core course of drug quality and safety. The module design of "Pharmaceutical analysis" MES module reform is described. The concrete measures of the reform include the optimization of teaching content, the establishment and operation of the teaching organization, the integration of PBL teaching mode in the teaching model and the innovation of the examination methods. It also summarizes some problems arising from the reform process and the corresponding measures for these problems. The reform takes the drug food safety as the guidance, clear the importance of the Pharmaceutical Analysis knowledge to ensure the safety of drug use, based on the typical Pharmacopoeia analysis method, learning the new technology of Pharmaceutical Analysis experiment in the use of drug testing, paying attention to the teaching methods and methods, transforming the abstract into intuitionistic and reducing the difficulty of the theory of the theory. The reform measures of Pharmaceutical Analysis MES enlighten students' interest in learning better, and make students realize that drug quality testing is a guarantee subject closely related to the healthy development of the pharmaceutical industry; the introduction of the research frontier of Pharmaceutical Analysis and the introduction of typical methods and techniques makes students in the actual work in the future and develop drug quality inspection, the new idea of measuring technology.
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1. Introduction

The reform of the supply side of higher vocational education is to improve the quality, efficiency and creativity of the supply side of the education, and make it close to the consumption needs and consumption habits of the students so as to fulfill the needs of individual development and the needs of the future society. The supply structure of higher vocational education provides students with new rich and diverse educational resources, educational environment and service mode, breaking the original structure, replacing a single training mode, unifying the curriculum resources, strict assessment and evaluation of the supply structure. [1] On the other hand, it enriches the supply structure of education, provides students with rich, multiple, optional educational resources, educational environment and the new supply side structure of education service mode, replacing and breaking the original single training mode, unified curriculum resources and rigid examination evaluation supply structure. The core element of education is not to be good at processing, but is good at discovering and discovering the endowment of every child and further protecting and supporting their growth, which is the attribute of education [2].

According to the characteristics of different majors, Song Lili and others introduced comprehensive experiments into the drug analysis course experiment, combined with the actual
situation of the school, combined with the job and work process, combined with production practice, to guide students to carry out independent experiments [3-6]. Xiong Yan and others, based on the background of the application-oriented development of Applied Colleges and universities, carried out a hierarchical, modular personnel training model reform in view of the existing problems of drug analysis curriculum. In terms of teaching methods [7-11], Fu Chunyan [12] and others discussed the application of inquiry teaching method in pharmaceutical analysis teaching experiment through teaching cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases. Wu Lingfeng [13, 14] and others introduced PBL teaching method in the course of drug analysis of clinical cases.

2. "Pharmaceutical Analysis" Module Teaching

The MES module reform based on the supply side of Pharmaceutical Quality & Safety Specialty"Pharmaceutical Analysis" is based on the characteristics of the subject, its status and role in the whole professional system, and the related requirements of the Chinese Pharmacopoeia, and the two parts of the "Pharmaceutical Analysis", namely, the theoretical and experimental articles, and the 20 modules. It is divided into 17 modules according to the theoretical system of Pharmaceutical Analysis, including the identification of common drugs, the routine examination of drug impurities, the determination of the content of drug related substances, the general situation of drugs and drug management, the analysis of pharmaceuticals, the development of new drugs, the nature of the representative drugs and the detection methods. Three modules, of which basic training projects set up 17 training projects for the basic skills training module of the theoretical module, improve the module 5 training projects, and the comprehensive ability training module 5 practical training projects. The module's total time is 160 hours, and the teaching sequence is carried out in the form of theory and practice. [16] The module's total time is 160 hours, and the teaching sequence is carried out in the form of theory and practice. This kind of teaching method first highlights the integrity, based on the inner connection of knowledge points and the students' understanding, and presents the basic skills training and theory in the form of a whole module in front of the students, so that they will no longer face the course in isolation and boring, but integrate all the knowledge points together with the analysis test. Secondly, it can enable students to contact the frontiers of the industry as soon as possible, and help students to explain the basis and origin of each Pharmacopoeia and the national standard method with the basic theory knowledge. This educational idea conforms to the new era of new analysis and inspection talents to a certain extent, this is MES The significance of the modulus teaching reform [5].

3. Teaching Reform of Pharmaceutical Analysis Module

3.1. Teaching Content

In 1980, one of the founders of pharmaceutical analysis in China, Mr. Andengkui, in his edited Drug Analysis, pointed out that pharmaceutical analysis mainly uses chemical, physical and chemical methods to study the quality of synthetic drugs or natural drugs and their preparations with clear chemical structure. Zeng Su and others put forward that
pharmaceuticals analysis is to ensure and control the quality of
drugs in an all-round way by using physical, chemical,
physical, chemical, microbiology, informatics and other
methods, through the development, manufacture and clinical
use of all aspects of the process. Pharmaceutical analysis
includes two major research fields: drug analysis technology
and drug analysis science. The former focuses on applied
research, while the latter focuses on basic or applied research.
Combining the characteristics of the subject of drug analysis
with the actual situation of Higher Vocational education, we
designed the content of the course of drug analysis modulus.

In contrast to the training program of Pharmaceutical
Quality & Safety Speciality professionals, Pharmacopoeia, the
syllabus of the licensed pharmacist and the demand for talents
in the industry, the teaching mode of MES modular personnel
training is deeply understood and internalized, and the current
teaching contents are examined in a modular and systematic
way, thus ensuring the smooth content of the content, and
the specific organization form is the MES model. Each teaching
and research department in the block has a planned and
planned organization module for all the instructors to prepare
class preparation and trial system. At the same time, the
industry experts are invited to form the Specialized
Committee to put forward opinions and questions. Teachers
"lecture" and collective lesson preparation to review the
current teaching content one by one, examine and unify
teachers' master of training programs, grasp the key and
difficult points, discuss and modify teaching cases and
courseware; secondly, break the barriers between the modules
and even the modules within the module, all the modules are
taught. The lab requires all the young teachers to take specific
lectures on the other courses in the module, so as to realize the
emphasis on the teaching of other courses or other modules
related to the modules. At the same time, ensure that the
content of each course is smoothly linked, knowledge points
are covered and omissions, so as to optimize the teaching
content and achieve the effect of deep integration of modules.
For example, the course of drug chemistry and Pharmaceutical
Analysis will teach the section of central neurosurgeon, but
the course of drug chemistry focuses on chemistry, focusing
on the structure, nature, principles, processes and uses of
drugs, while the course of Pharmaceutical Analysis focuses on
structure, nature and principles. The application of the
analysis method, in the course of the course of "drug
chemistry" before, "Pharmaceutical Analysis" in the post, to
ensure that the content smooth, also in line with the students'
cognitive rules; and as: the "Chinese Pharmacopoeia" and use,
in the "Pharmaceutical Analysis" and "Pharmaceutical
Analysis comprehensive training" as a module, the former let
the study Students understand and understand the basic
functions of the Pharmacopoeia. The latter is further applied
on the basis of proficiency to make it a complete reference
book for students. Through the adjustment of the teaching
content, the integration of modules, modules and other courses
can be seamless, so as to achieve the true integration of
modules and achieve a predetermined teaching goal. The
interaction effect of teachers and students is good, the teaching
effect has been improved significantly, and the growth of
young teachers is also promoted [17].

3.2. Teaching Organization

As the lead Department of the MES module, Pharmaceutical Quality & Safety Speciality teaching and
research department can fully play an overall organizational
role and coordinate the teaching and research departments of
the modules to complete the teaching arrangements and
teaching tasks on time. Before the beginning of the class, the
other relevant Teaching and Research Department are
organized to formulate the timetables in a unified manner.
After that, the teaching and research departments shall
immediately convene the teaching task arrangement and
teaching preparations according to the timetable and the
teaching schedule and the teaching tasks assigned by the
school, and carefully analyze the situation of teachers and the
special points of the teaching objects, and allocate the teaching
tasks reasonably. The teaching group was set up, the teaching
implementation plan was formulated, and teachers were
allowed to make use of the vacation time to carry out the
teaching design and teaching preparation in advance. During
the course of the course, we insist on the director of the
the teaching and research room and the subject leader to listen to
the class, examine the teacher's classroom teaching, make
suggestions on the teaching methods of the teachers, ask the
teachers to use various teaching methods, pay attention to the
interaction between teachers and students, and activate the
atmosphere of the classroom. After the end of the course, the
teaching summing up meeting will be held in time to sum up
the teaching experience and provide reference for the
follow-up teaching work. In addition, each Teaching and
Research Department is supervised by the director, and the
backbone teachers supervise to ensure seamless connection.

3.3. The Introduction of PBL Teaching Model

Problem-Based Learning (PBL) is a typical
student-centered teaching method, which places learning in a
complex and meaningful problem situation and allows
students to solve problems in the process of learning together
in groups to learn the scientific knowledge hidden behind the
problems. In order to promote their autonomous learning and
lifelong learning ability. The real life scene simulation and
reproduction will lead students into the scene, the students
through the simulation of the role, the full use of knowledge
learned for problem analysis and decision-making. PBL
teaching method can not only enable students to acquire
knowledge in discussion, but also improve their interpersonal
communication ability through discussion. Because the
teaching cases are true and the materials are rich, it is easier
for the students to treat, analyze and solve problems in their
own situation [18].

The pharmaceutical analysis module innovator learned
from the PBL teaching mode of medical specialties. The PBL
teaching mode is a new teaching method which takes students
as the center, and takes the problem as the guidance, and gives
full play to the students' initiative to explore the problems and solve the problems. It is also the focus of the reform of the teaching methods in the teaching reform of the MES module. The PBL teaching mode focuses on 5 training projects, namely, the upgrading module, 5 training projects and the comprehensive ability training module. It lays the foundation for the following course "comprehensive analysis of pharmaceutical analysis" to form students' autonomous learning atmosphere and active experimental ability. In addition, teachers organized lectures and observation on the PBL course of pharmaceutical analysis, and strengthened the training and learning exchange of PBL teachers. In the future, PBL tutor group will be set up in the module, and the unified understanding of PBL teaching will be further improved. Through comparative study, we can see that the new teaching mode has more advantages in higher vocational teaching. It can fully arouse enthusiastically for learning, deepen students' understanding and mastery of knowledge, thus improving learning efficiency. Higher vocational education provides vast space for advanced teaching mode. It is a trend to promote the reform of teaching mode through the joint efforts of teachers and students. According to the characteristics of courses, one or several teaching modes should be selected to combine and explore an effective teaching mode.

3.4. Assessment Methods

The assessment method has always been the focus of students' attention and the focus of teaching reform. According to the requirements of the curriculum standard and the training of professional talents, the traditional examination paper examination mode has been abandoned and the process assessment has been strengthened. The three parts of the subject examination, including the written examination, the operation and the ordinary performance, are composed of the comprehensive examination (30%), the operation (40%), and the normal (30%). The operation examination also includes the basic professional accomplishment, such as the ability to solve the problem, the ability to operate, the ability of teamwork and the communication ability of the members, and highlight the characteristics of the combination of work and Engineering in the vocational colleges, so as to evaluate the students' two-way learning effect on the theory and practice skills [20-21]. On the other hand, in order to adapt to the knowledge update brought by the rapid development of various disciplines, under the unified organization of the school, the Department of research and research of the Pharmacopoeia of the Pharmacopoeia of Pharmacopoeia has been updated in a timely and systematic way to ensure the diversification, non repetition and keeping pace with the times. Through the exploration and practice of recent years, we have found that the diversified assessment methods can not only optimize the assessment scheme, reduce the burden of students, encourage them to participate in the enthusiasm, but also can reflect the students' learning effect more comprehensively and truly, and evaluate the study effect of their theory and practice, which is worth continuing to carry out.

4. Problems and Thinking in the Reform of Module Teaching

The implementation of MES module teaching is a brand-new attempt, reflecting the determination and courage of this school's reform of education mode. From the beginning of the reform of the "Pharmaceutical Analysis" MES module in 2014, the concrete implementer of the reform, including all the teachers and students, have paid their own efforts, but the problems still exist.

4.1. Top Floor Design Needs to Be Perfected

The object of education is the students. The ultimate aim of the teaching reform is to adapt to the requirements of the times from the perspective of the supply side and to train the Pharmaceutical Analysis and testing personnel to adapt to the requirements of the development of the new era. Therefore, in the course of the reform of the course MES, students should be taken as the main body and all the students are set out as the starting point. The reform has put forward higher requirements for the quality of teachers. Teachers should have the ability of professional system and the ability to control the whole world. After the reform, the curriculum also makes more knowledge have relevance. The system framework of the whole course is becoming more and more complex, which seems to bring more challenges to students' study and how to be the whole. It is a problem that the next step of the course design needs to be solved. [22]

4.2. The MES Reform Programme Needs to Be Further Optimized and Deepened

The current MES reform is still in its infancy, and the convergence of individual content needs to be optimized without reaching a true depth of integration. "Pharmaceutical Analysis” has the characteristics of both theory and practice. How to combine the boring theory with the more interesting operation of the students will be the key and difficult point of the next reform. MES teaching reform must combine practice with theory reasonably, strengthen practice teaching and achieve three changes. One is the transformation from teacher centered education mode to student centered teaching mode. The two is to transform knowledge into skill training. The three is the shift from teaching oriented classroom to simulated production practice.

4.3. Training for Teachers Is Also Facing Great Challenges

Some of the teachers of the MES reform team are graduate of analytical chemistry, or although they are graduate of pharmacy, they are lacking in the work experience of the enterprise, and are not very close to the frontiers of the development of pharmaceutical analysis in the industry. These objective problems have restricted the further advance of the curriculum reform of the course MES. But in the solution of this problem, our hospital has made a meaningful attempt. We require all teachers with Double 'Teachers’ qualifications to take 6 months’ time in a part-time job in the enterprise within 5
years of the teaching practice, which makes the teachers have more opportunities to contact the first line of analysis and unknowingly update them. The teacher's knowledge of Pharmaceutical Analysis. In addition, the medicine quality and safety teaching and research department also invites professional lectures of industry experts. It does not take up the basic theory teaching time, but also opens the students' thinking of Pharmaceutical Analysis, so that students can contact the thinking mode of Pharmaceutical Analysis in advance. These measures are of great significance to the further development of MES reform [23, 24].

4.4. The Quality of PBL Teaching Needs to Be Improved

PBL teaching is quite different from previous teaching methods in terms of teacher teaching and student learning, so there are still many problems. Teachers are quoted in cases, inspiring students' ideas, encouraging students to speak not enough, teaching ideas still deviant, some teachers' organization in class discussion is not high, and lack of analysis and thinking. The concept, process and organization of PBL teaching for individual teachers are not familiar enough, and training and learning exchanges need to be strengthened. Through comparative study, we can see that the new teaching mode has more advantages in higher vocational teaching. It can fully arouse enthusiastically for learning, deepen students' understanding and mastery of knowledge, thus improving learning efficiency. Higher vocational education provides vast space for advanced teaching mode. It is a trend to promote the reform of teaching mode through the joint efforts of teachers and students. According to the characteristics of courses, one or several teaching modes should be selected to combine and explore an effective teaching mode.

5. Conclusion

To sum up, "Pharmaceutical Analysis" as the core course of pharmacy and related major, we combine the situation of Pharmaceutical Quality & Safety Speciality students, try to carry out the MES module reform. The reform takes the historical facts of Pharmaceutical Analysis and development, guides the students' interest and the characteristics of pharmacology professionally, rationally chooses the contents of the course, introduces the frontiers of the application and research of Pharmaceutical Analysis, and directs the drug food safety, and makes clear the importance of Pharmaceutical Analysis knowledge to ensure the safety of drug use. The reform takes the drug food safety as the guidance, clear the importance of the Pharmaceutical Analysis knowledge to ensure the safety of drug use, based on the typical Pharmacopoeia analysis method, learning the new technology of Pharmaceutical Analysis experiment in the use of drug testing, paying attention to the teaching methods and methods, transforming the abstract into inquisition and reducing the difficulty of the theory of the theory. The reform measures of Pharmaceutical Analysis MES enlighten students' interest in learning better, and make students realize that drug quality testing is a guarantee subject closely related to the healthy development of the pharmaceutical industry; the introduction of the research frontier of Pharmaceutical Analysis and the introduction of typical methods and techniques makes students in the actual work in the future and develop drug quality inspection. the new idea of measuring technology.
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